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Some Scholastic Terms of Marsilio
Ficino’s Theory of Knowledge
in the Platonic Theology*
A B S T R AC T : In numerous scientific studies of the different levels of generality, Marsilio
Ficino, the fifteenth-century Florentine philosopher, is presented primarily as a Platonist or
neo-Platonist, the first translator of all the works of Plato and of Plotinus from Greek into
Latin, and the author of Theologia platonica de immortalitate animorum where he defends
the immortality of the human soul in an encyclopedic manner. Ficino is also commonly referred to as a humanist and a popularizer of the hermetic thought. Relatively rare, however,
researchers point to the other sources of Ficino’s philosophy, while the Aristotelian-scholastic
tradition is not only well known to the Renaissance philosopher, but it also constitutes an
important element of his conception, which is reflected on many of its levels, i. a. in the
structure and terminology of his works.
The main purpose of this article is to show some rudimentary aspects of the cognition process developed by Ficino’s in his Platonic Theology, with particular emphasis on the crucial
terms used by the philosopher. The contents of this process resemble (at least in certain
respects, not necessarily en bloc) the ones used in the Thomistic epistemological terminology or which directly refer to typical scholastic issues. The Ficinian process of cognition
includes the activity of: senses, imagination, fantasy and mind. The function of imagination
in the Florentine philosopher’s thought is the same as the one which Aquinas assigns to sensus communis, and imagination plays precisely the same role as vis cogitativa in St. Thomas
theory of knowledge. When it comes to mind, it can be interpreted in a wide and narrow
sense. In this first one, it is both reason, of which the distinctive feature is discursive reasoning, and the mind (in the narrow sense), of which the activity is contemplation. Describing
the activity of reason and the mind in the narrow sense, Ficino also employs terms widely
analyzed in the scholastic period, i. e. active intellect and possible (material) intellect, referring in this way to a dispute about mononoism, which was hotly debated in the second half of
XIII century under the influence of the Averroean interpretation of Aristotelian De anima.
K E Y WOR D S : Marsilio Ficino • St. Thomas • scholasticism • Neoplatonism • Renaissance
philosophy • theory of knowledge • mononoism
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arsilio Ficino is widely recognized as a leader of Western Platonists,
yet he was also a humanist of somewhat scholastic provenance. His
style, literary form of many of his writings, the sources he used and his way
of posing philosophical problems allow us to call Ficino a humanist. However, the influence of the scholastic thought was also significant (which can be
perceived as a paradox because of so often emphasized antagonisms between
humanists and scholastics, well documented, e.g. in Petrarch’s polemics against scholastics). How strongly medieval schools influenced the thought of
Ficino is evident in the way he proved his theses, subjects of his deliberations
and – which is the aim of this paper – the terminology that he applied.
As for Ficino’s Platonism, it is indisputable. It is a really difficult enterprise to name all Platonic and Neoplatonic aspects of the philosopher’s
thought. It is worth recalling here that his sources of, inter alia, the theory of
forms, the structure of the being, the theory of knowledge and much of the
construction of the soul and its qualities have this provenance. The fact that
Ficino’s opus magnum bears the same title as the greatest work of Proclus,
i.e. Theologia Platonica, is also significant. The subtitle of Ficino’s work,
De immortalitate animorum, directly refers to Plotinus, i.e. the fourth book
of his Enneads and to an early text of Saint Augustine – De immortalitate
animae1 (from which, nota bene, Ficino derived many ideas, especially in the
fift h book of Theologia2). Moreover, Ficino is the author of many translations from Greek into Latin, inter alia: works of Plato, Iamblichus, Plotinus,
Proclus, Dionysius the Areopagite.
In my opinion these facts are already a sufficient justification for
defining Ficino’s Platonism, and they all support his image as a Platonist
or Neoplatonist presented in many popular compilations, dictionaries and
encyclopedias. An example that might be adduced here is the nine-volume
textbook of Frederick Copleston, in which the author devoted just two pages
to the Florentine thinker identifying him only as a scholar belonging to the
renaissance Neoplatonic movement3. In popular sources, such as the Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy4 or the Enciclopedia Filosofica5 the thought
of Ficino is described as a typical Neoplatonic one. Although the works
1

2

3
4
5
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Cf. M. J. B. Allen, J. Hankins, Introduction, [in:] M. Ficino, Platonic Theology, English
translation by. M. J. B. Allen with J. Warden, Latin text ed. by J. Hankins with W. Bowen,
London 2001, pp. XI–XIII.
The V Book of Theologia deals with the immortality of the soul proved by rationes communes, in the XV chapter, entilted: Quia vita est praestantior corpore, Ficino explicite
recalls the finding of St. Augustine from De immortalitate animae.
Cf. F. Copleston, Historia filozofii, vol. III, Warszawa 2001, pp. 229–231.
Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy, ed. E. Craig, vol. 3, New York, pp. 653–658.
Enciclopedia Filosofica, vol. II, Sansoni, Firenze 1967, pp. 1327–1328
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quoted here are distinguished by a high level of generality, they associate
Ficino’s name with Platonism, astrology and also magic, and do not mention
other sources and aspects of his philosophy. What is more, the thinker –
despite the fact that he used the scholastic method of argumentation and
scholastic terminology – is characterized as an antagonist of the scholastic
philosophy6. According to Heitzman7, this status quo not only derives from
the specificity of such general compilations, but also from the fact that the
philosopher often considers himself as spell-bounded of Plato and defines
himself as one who seeks answers to philosophical questions in Platonic and
Neoplatonic thought8. G. Saitta notes the fact of a common simplification of
Ficino’s concept: “È un pregiudizio assai diff uso che la filosofia di Marsilio
Ficino non sia altro che una semplice riproduzione del neoplatonismo”9.
Many authors who wrote about Ficino’s philosophy (i. a. Giuseppe
Saitta, Marian Heitzman, Eugenio Garin) do not deal with the scholastic
aspects of the philosopher’s thought in depth. Only Paul Oskar Kristeller
characterizes this issue more precisely10. He notes that – despite the humanists’ efforts to make Plato recognized as the greatest thinker – the scholastic
tradition had a strong influence on education and the way of philosophizing
during the Renaissance. This was no different in the case of Ficino. Although
the Florentine thinker had a great respect for both Plato and Platonists,
6

7

8

9

10

Cf. Ibidem: “Il Ficino è profondamente cristiano, ma è stanco degli schemi dell’ aristotelismo in cui si era irrigidita la Scolastica, dommatizzando e ponendo la fi losofia in una
posizione di dipendenza dalla teologia”.
Cf. M. Heitzman, Studia nad Akademią Platońską we Florencji, parts I–II, Kraków 1936,
p. “I consciously do not call this philosophy Platonism, because it is not in hundred percent
pure Platonism. Th is issue is simplified usually and rarely seen because of Ficino’s own
declarations, who constantly calls himself a Platonist and refers to Plato and Platonists
(works published in Polish are translated by J. Papiernik)”.
About Plato as the pater philosophorum and the holder of the truth cf. e. g. M. Ficino,
Three Books on Life. De vita libri tres, Prohemium, eds. C. V. Kaske and J. R. Clark,
Binghamton 1989, p. 102: “Iamdiu igitur sub Platone salutarem animorum exercui medicinam, quando post librorum omnium eius interpretationem, mox decem atque octo De
animorum immortalitate libros et aeterna felicitate conposui”. M. Ficino, Marsili Ficini
Florentini Prohemium In platonicam Theologiam De Animorum Immortalitate Ad
Laurentium Medicem Virum Magnanimum, [in:] Theologia Platonica, vol. I, p. 8: “[…]
quisquis Platonica [...] diligentissime legeritur, consequetur quidem cuncta, sed duo haec
ex omnibus potissima, et pium cogniti dei cultum et animorum divinitatem, in quibus
universa consistit rerum perceptio et omnis institutio vitae totaque felicitas”.
“There is a common belief that the philosophy of Marsilio Ficino is nothing but a simple
reproduction of Neoplatonism”. G. Saitta, La filosofia di Marsilio Ficino, Palermo 1923, p. 79.
And after him A. B. Collins expounded some important Thomistic aspects of Ficino’s
thought (Eadem, The Secular is Sacred: Platonism and Thomism in Marsilio Ficino’s
Platonic Theology, The Hague 1974).
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attentive readers of his work can see both the scholastic construction of
argumentation and the scholastic provenance of a part of the terminology. It
is also worth noting that Ficino’s early texts include many quotations derived
from Aristotle, Averroes and other Aristotelian commentators11.
In The Scholastic Background of Marsilio Ficino (1944), Paul Oskar
Kristeller presents the content of one of Ficino’s manuscripts, which testifies
to the fact that the Florentine thinker was interested in medieval philosophy.
Kristeller points to a purely scholastic provenance of some terms used by
Ficino. He also shows that scholasticism was not the subject of Ficino’s criticism:
he never launched a general polemic against scholasticism, and when
he attacked Averroism in the fifteenth book of his Theologia Platonica,
he represented not only humanistic but also scholastic tradition. He
frequently quoted Aristotle, and sometimes the scholastics, especially
Thomas Aquinas, with great respect12.

What is more, the philosopher turns out to be a careful reader of
Summa contra Gentiles. In Theologia there are numerous references to the
work of Aquinas. However, using the arguments of St. Thomas in the course
of his own deliberations and in the books and chapters of Theologia, Ficino
does not always indicate that the specific reasoning is not his own13.
Different from the above considerations is the opinion presented by
James Hankins, who is convinced that Ficino was a critic of scholasticism.
According to this researcher, the Florentine rejected not only the scholastic
method, but also the scholastic education content, especially Renaissance
Peripatetics’ interpretations of Aristotle’s views on soul. Hankins claims that
in Ficino’s texts can be found some critical assessments of both humanism
and scholasticism, but he also admits that the two mentioned traditions influenced the work of the Renaissance thinker and he alludes, that Kristeller
11

12

13
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Cf. E. Garin, History of Italian Philosophy, trans. G. A. Pinton, vol. I, New York, 2008,
p. 230. On Ficino’s philosophical formation and his library see especially: S. Gentile, La
formazione e la biblioteca di Marsilio Ficino, [in:] Il pensiero di Marsilio Ficino. Atti del
convegno di Figline Valdarno, 19 Maggio 2006, ed. S. Toussaint, “Cahiers Accademia” VII
(2007), pp. 19–31.
P. O. Kristeller, Florentine Platonism and Its Relations with Humanism and Scholasticism, “Church History”, vol. 8, No. 3 1939, p. 204.
On this topic, see especially: P. O. Kristeller, Le thomisme et la pensée italienne de la renaissance, Conférence Albert-Le-Grand 1965, Montréal, Paris 1967; A. B. Collins, The Secular
is Sacred, op. cit.; E. Gilson, Marsile Ficin et le Contra Gentiles, “Archives d´Histoire
Doctrinale et Littéraire du Moyen Age” 24 (1957), pp. 101–113; R. Marcel, Marsile Ficin
(1433–1499), Paris 1958, pp. 10–12, 673–677.
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demonstrated the scholastic provenance of some of the Ficino’s conceptual
schemata and notions14.
It is possible to identify quite a number of scholastic elements in the
philosophy of Ficino, also because of the fact that the early humanism did not
create a specific philosophical system. Humanists created only the general
cultural trends, which could then be transformed in a philosophical thought.
As Kristeller claims, that was the reason why everyone who wanted to study
philosophy had to learn the scholastic tradition. “The germ of this attitude is
already contained in an early tract of Ficino which has an exclusively humanistic character, but concludes with the following words: „The studies of humanity
made you eloquent […] those of philosophy will make you become God”15.
Epistemic sources of Marsilio Ficino’s reflection are traced by the researchers of his thought (chiefly Giuseppe Saitta, Marian Heitzman, Eugenio
Garin, Paul Oskar Kristeller) in, inter alia, Platonism, Neo-Platonism, the
philosophy of St. Augustine and Avicenna (especially by Heitzman). Though
they mention scholastic influence, none of them, except for Kristeller, analyzes this aspect of Ficino’s writings in details. In this article I would like
to demonstrate that the Renaissance philosopher’s theory of knowledge delineated in the Platonic Theology, apart from the Platonic and Neoplatonic
aspects that are widely analyzed in the secondary literature, contains some
notions which resemble the ones that were formulated or reformulated in
the typical scholastic conceptions. What should be stressed, it does not mean
that all the presented terms are exclusively scholastic ones. Some of them
have this particular dimension, some have just certain scholastic aspects and
in a different fragments of the treatise are described differently. It is not the
goal of the article to explain the given notions en bloc, but to point out their
(sometimes partial) connections with the scholastic tradition.
Marsilio Ficino expounded some important aspects of his theory of
knowledge most extensively in his major work, Theologia Platonica. What
14

15

J. Hankins, Marsilio Ficino as a Critic of Scholasticism, “Vivens homo”: Rivista teologica
fiorentina, 1994; 5(2), p. 326: “Thus, though in debt both to humanism and scholasticism,
Ficino to some extent stood aloof from both movements. Indeed, read carefully, one can
find throughout Ficino’s works statements that can be construed as criticisms of the
cultural values and methods both of humanism and of scholasticism”; p. 325: “Kristeller
demonstrated that Ficino’s philosophical vocabulary and conceptual schemata were
to a large extent borrowed from the scholastic philosophical discourse common to the
universities of his time”. In the quoted article (pp. 325–334) J. Hankins concentrates on
dissonance between Ficino’s views on philosophical education and its scholastic character
in his time. The researcher provides insights into scholastic teaching (both its form and its
content) in Plato in the Italian Renaissance, Leiden, New York, Köln 1994, pp. 271–277.
P. O. Kristeller, Florentine Platonism, p. 205.
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is worth noticing is the fact that the epistemology of Ficino is integrally
linked with his metaphysics. The position of the soul in the hierarchy of beings has a significant influence on its cognitive capabilities16. What is more,
some of the principles that the universe is subordinated to are reflected in
the epistemology. Therefore, it is worthwhile to quote the main elements
of metaphysical architecture built by the philosopher. The hierarchy of beings was presented by him as early as in the first book of the Theologia. In
subsequent chapters, Ficino characterizes (in the order of ascendance) the
components of the ontic structure, which includes: body (corpus), quality
(qualitas), soul (characterised as mobilis multitudo), angels, i.e. spiritual immobile multitude (Angelus multitudo immobilis), God17. The genesis of such
ontic structure is not certain. Some scholars of Ficino’s thought trace them
to Neoplatonic solutions. It is sometimes indicated that such a structure was
created so that the soul is placed in a unique, central position, for it is an
interchange point of the spiritual and the material world18.
This special place of the soul is not accidental. It pronounces the
continuity and unity of the universe, which Ficino calls concordia mundi19.
For the soul20 constitutes the middle stage of being, which joins and unites
16

17

18

19

20
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On this relations see chiefly: B. Lotti, Mente, riflessioni e consapevolezza di sè in Marsilio
Ficino, “Esercizi Filosofici”, 2 (2007), pp. 137–165.
Cf. The characteristic of the successive levels in the hierarchy of beings is comprised in
chapters II–VI of the I book of Theologia and their titles denote the features of ontic
structure elements: Cap. II: Corpus natura sua nihil agit.; Cap. III: Supra formam divisam
in corpore extat forma individua, id est anima; Cap. IV: Ma rationalis per substantiam
immobilis est; per operationem est mobilis; per virtutem est partim immmobilis, partim
mobilis; Cap. V Super animam mobilem est immobilis angelus; Cap. VI : Super angelum est
deus, quoniam anima est mobilis multitudo, angelus multitudo immoblis, deus immobilis
unitas. M. Ficino, Theologia, vol. I, p. 2.
Cf. e. g. “[…] probably it is the four-level Plotinus hierarchy, where the lowest level under the influence of Aristotelian theory is divided into two”, M. Heitzman, Studia nad
Akademią Platońską we Florencji, op. cit. p. 240; and: “In the past Paul Oscar Kristeller,
followed by Raymond Marcel, has claimed that Ficino created a five-substance hierarchy
[…] in order to highlight the central and nodal position of the soul. But Ficino almost
certainly adopted this pentadic structure from Proclus, and read it back into Plotinus,
then into Plato, and thence into pre-Platonic sages stemming from Zoroaster”. M. J. B.
Allen. Introduction, [in:] Theologia, pp. XIV–XV.
Cf. e. g. De vita coelitus comparanda, [in:] Three Books on Life (De vita libri tres), a critical edition with translation and an introduction and notes by C. V. Kaske, J. R. Clark, new
York 1989, pp. 248–250.
The characteristics of the soul refers to understanding it as tertia essentia or media
essentia, which is a term of higher level of generality and of course corresponds to the
term “anima” in extenso, but it is worth mentioning that in the following chapter of the
Theologia we can find a more precise description of the grades of the third essence: “Tres
sunt animalium rationalium gradus. In primo est anima mundi, in secundo animae spha-
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all that is above and beneath it, when it ascends towards the superior beings
and descends towards the inferior ones21. On the other hand, “Ficino always
struggles to differentiate the spiritual and rational plane from the material
and corporeal one as well as to prevent the first one from being overwhelmed
by the other” (which proves to be essential for the cognitive process)22. The
importance of this aspect of the system is reflected in the fact that the philosopher devoted a separate chapter of the Theologia to ascertain the soul’s
independent activity23.
When it comes to the process of cognition, it is mostly based on four
elements: senses (sensus), imagination (imaginatio), fantasy (phantasia),
intelligence (intelligentia)24. It is important to stress that this mechanism was
constructed so as to abide by, and to some extent also to justify the freedom
of the soul, including its independence from the material world, and to emphasize its activity in the cognitive process25. It has to be asserted, however,
that the activity of the soul is related to earlier stages of cognition; the soul’s
primary characteristic and its ultimate aim is to know the existence, the
truth and the good (he treats them all synonymously) which constitutes the
final stage of the cognitive process where the soul contemplates passively26.
The lowest level of cognition originates in the senses (sensus), which
are the power (vires) of the soul27. Ficino justifies it as follows: Corpus non

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

erarum, in tertio animae animalium quae in sphaeris singulis continentur”. Theologia,
vol. I, p. 248. However, that chapter is important for depicting metaphysical plan, while
reviewing epistemological theories of Ficino I refer to the human soul, otherwise the term
is specified.
Cf. “Anima est medius rerum gradus atque omnes gradus tam superiores quam interiores
connectit in unum, dum ipsa et ad superos ascendit et descendit ad inferos”. M. Ficino,
Theologia, vol. I, III. 2, pp. 230–246.
E. Garin, Zodiak życia. Astrologia w okresie Renesansu, trans. W. Jekiel, Warszawa 1992,
p. 61.
Cf. The ninth book of the Theologia is entitled Quod sit immortalis efficacius non modo ex
eo quod est indivisibilis, sed etiam ex eo quod a corpore non dependent. The title of cap. IV
is: Quarta ratio: anima libere operatur.
Cf. “Animus noster secudnum Platonicorum sententiam per quattuor gradus cognoscendo, a corpore ascendit ad spiritum, quorum est postremus intelligentia. Ascendit
enim per sensum, imaginationem, phantasiam et intelligentiam”. M. Ficino, Theologia,
vol. II, VIII.1, p. 262. On the cognition mechanism I partly wrote in Zeszyty Naukowe
Doktorantów UJ, Nauki Humanistyczne, nr specjalny 2 (1/2011), p. 87–103.
Cf. e. g. “[Anima] est a materia libera, M. Ficino, Theologia, vol II, V.5, pp. 26–32; probatur per
rationalem virtutem animam non modo esse formam individuam, ver u met ia m a cor pore
non pendere, ut evidentius immortalitas demonstretur”, Ibidem, vol. III, IX.1, p. 8.
Cf. e. g. M. Ficino Quinque questiones de mente, [in:] Marsilii Ficini Florentini… Opera,
vol. I, Basilea 1576, pp. 675–682.
Cf. Sensus et phantasia vires animae sunt. M. Ficino, Theologia, vol. II, VII.6, p. 236
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capit imagines aptas ad sensum28. If the capability of sensory perception were
corporeal, than the image of Plato in the eye of Socrates would not be bigger than Socrates’ eye. At the same time, Socrates’ soul would not be able
to estimate whether Plato is bigger than the eye of his master in which his
image is placed. Moreover, if Socrates’ soul possessed size, it would be not
bigger than his body. Therefore, it couldn’t receive the picture of anything
that is bigger than itself. Besides – claims Ficino – if the soul were material,
it would have to be a solid or a liquid body (solidum corpus vel fluxum). If it
were solid, it could hardly be shaped by the body and would lose the capacity
for acquiring knowledge and acuity. If at that point it adopted certain shape,
it would not be able to adopt others, or if it could adopt them, all of them
would be blurred (obfuscantur). If the soul were non-solid (labile), it would
not keep any shape and then it would be deprived of memory. The images
(imagines) of bodies shine within the soul, thanks to which they can be
judged, and none of the bodies is so big as not to allow the soul to see it and
think about it29. All of this supports the claim that the capacity to undergo
sensory experience is spiritual.
A basic question arises here whether such a status quo is viable or not.
Ficino’s view of the world is characterized by the tendency to unite all of its
elements and to indicate that the hierarchical structure of being is consistent,
continuous and harmonious30. At the same time, however, this conception
does not presume that the material affects the spiritual. Here the dichotomy
of everything that exists is intransgressible and irreducible. Apart from that,
partly owing to sensory organs, the soul possesses information about the
outside world. Even though the bodies that surround us interact with our
sensory organs, they cannot have any influence on the soul. Ficino solves
the problem by referring to Alexander of Aphrodisia31, who postulates the
existence of spirits (spiritus32). Thanks to them the soul is connected with the
body (crasso corpore). Accompanied by heat, the emergent spiritus penetrate
that which is solid and become the “instrument” of the soul in controlling
28
29
30
31
32
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Ibidem, p. 210.
Cf. Ibidem, pp. 210–214.
Cf. M. Heitzman, Studia nad Akademią Platońską we Florencji, op. cit., p. 240
Ibidem, p. 248.
Describing the process of sensory experience rise, Ficino determines spiritus as tenuissimum quoddam lucidissimumque corpusculum. (Theologia, vol II, VII.6, p. 234). Similar
characteristic of spiritus the philosopher gives in De vita coelitus comparanda, when he
writes about the world and its connection to the soul of the world. “Inter animam mundi et
corpus eius manifestum est spiritus eius, in cuius virtute sunt quattuor elementa. [...] ipse
(spiritus) vero est corpus tenuissimum, quasi non corpus et quasi iam anima, item quasi
non anima et quasi iam corpus”. M. Ficino, De vita coelitus comparanda, pp. 254–256.
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the body 33. The movements of the outside world affect the external senses,
which have an influence on the spiritus, while the modifications of the spiritus are perceived by the soul. Ficino calls this act of perception sense (sensus).
In fact, Ficino wants to indicate that cognition is the act of the soul.
The section concerning the mechanism of the rise of sensation is entitled
anima non necessario patitur sentendio34, since the Florentine wants to stress
the essential feature of cognition – i.e. the activity of the soul. It is not an
original idea, the very mechanism of sensory experience is not Ficino’s
own. He took the solution, as he himself says explicitly, from Plotinus and
Augustine35. Changes in the activity of spiritus are perceived and assessed
by the soul, therefore passivity cannot be attributed to the soul at this stage
of cognitive process. Summarizing his reflections, the philosopher states
that sensory experience is identical with noticing the modification of spirits’
activity, which is the result of more attentive (attentius) activity of the soul or
is a judgment of experience or corporeal quality provoked by more attentive
activity of the soul36.
Ficino makes an attempt to prove that oportet quinque sensus ad unum
centrum conduci37. His argument is that sensations are different: the sight
perceives only the colours and does not hear sounds, the hearing receives
only sounds etc. The senses are not reducible to one another, there is a need
for one “center” which would juxtapose, compare and contrast them. If there
were not one, we would not be able to hear and see at the time. As Ficino
concludes, „vis una certe illa est interior animae ad quem, velut centrum,
a quinque sensuum instrumentis circumpositis undique varia nuntiantur.
Illa una omnia illorum quinque sensuum obiecta et operationes diiudicat”38.
This vis interior is called imagination (imaginatio) and its function is to join
33

34
35

36

37
38

“Anima ipsa, ut vera philosophia docet, cum sit purissima, crasso huic et terreno corpori ab ea longe distanti non aliter quam per tenuissimum quoddam lucidissimumque
corpusculum copulatur, quem spiritum appellamus, a cordis calore genitum ex parte
sanguinis tenuissima, diff usum inde per universum corpus. Huic anima cognatissimo
facile se insinuans, primo quidem per hunc totum se fundit spiritum, deinde hoc medio
per corpus penitus universum; vitam primam huic praestat et motum facitque vitalem
perque hunc regit movetque corpus”. M. Ficino, Theologia, vol. II, VII.6, p. 234.
Ibidem, p. 234.
Cf. Plotinus, Enneades, 1.1.1., 3.6.1–2 Enneades praemisso Porphyrii De vita Plotini deque
ordine librorum eius libello, ed. R. Volkmann, vol. I, Lipsiae 1883; St. Augustine, De musica, 6.5.10, [in:] Patrologia cursus completus, series latina, ed. J. P. Migne, Paris: Garnier.
“Summatim sensus est aut animadversio operationis illius attentioris aut iudicium
corporeae passionis et qualitatis, excitatum ab attentiore illa animae actione”. M. Ficino,
Theologia Platonica, vol. II, VII.6, p. 240.
Ibidem, vol. II, VII.2, p. 216.
Ibidem.
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the data recorded by sensory experience. This is why in another place Ficino
calls it quinque sensuum congregatrix39. Socrates sees Plato by means of sensory experience, registering with his eyes the corporeal image of his disciple
– this is how Fincio carries out his analysis of imagination. This impression,
however, is possible only when Plato is physically present nearby. When he
is absent, Socrates thinks about him thanks to imagination (per internam
imaginationem) – this is another name for this level of cognition. Imagination concerns the colour and shape he observed, the voice he heard and all
the other things he noticed through the senses. This way imagination rises
far above sensory experience: because the thoughts concerning bodies do
not need their presence and because imagination coordinates all that comes
from the five senses. Nevertheless, it is not entirely devoid of (pura) the corporeal element since it cannot know anything apart from what was recorded
in the course of sensory experience. Sensory experience “examines” (volutat)
bodies, while imagination conceives the images (imagines) of them40.
From the description of the function of imagination, it can be concluded that Ficino’s imaginatio plays the same role as one of the internal
senses in Aristotle, namely κοινή αἰσθησις, i.e. sensus communis – as it was
translated into Latin. Precisely in such a way, Ficino determines imagination
and proves, though not in an irrefutable argument, the content of the characterized notion, but also the fact that the philosopher explicitly expresses
the identity of imaginatio and sensus communis: Revolutae acrius imagines
illae usque ad communem illum sensum, quem more platonico vocamus
imaginationem, relucent, inde in sensus et spiritum41. Therefore, we can see
that Ficino consciously identifies the meaning to imagination and common
sense.
With respect to the very meaning of the notion – Ficino’s imaginatio
plays the same role as the sensus communis in St. Thomas Aquinas theory
of knowledge. Ficino’s concept of vis interior which passes the judgments
of objects, resembles the function of common sense in Aquinas. St. Thomas
indicates that:
quaedam obiecta diversa, quae pertinent ad diversas potentias, pertinent etiam ad aliquam unam potentiam, sicut sonus et color pertinent
ad visum et auditum, quae sunt diversae potentiae; et tamen pertinent
ad unam potentiam sensus communis42.
39
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Ibidem, vol. IV, XII.2, p. 140
Cf. Ibidem, vol. II, VIII.1, p. 262.
Ibidem, vol. IV, XII.2, p. 150.
Saint Thomas, Summa Theologiae, [31618] Iª q. 77 a. 3 arg. 4, vol. I, Parisiis 1856.
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Common sense derives its name from its role as the root and principle of
external senses. An individual sense can only differentiate limited data
ascribed to it, e.g. white colour from the black or the green one. However,
neither sight nor smell can differentiate between white and sweet; this function is performed by something that can assess various sensory experiences,
i.e., common sense – sensus communis cum sit una potentia extendit se ad
omnia obiecta quinque sensuum43.
It is worth noticing that Heitzman derives the function of Ficino’s
imaginatio from Avicenna’s thought. However, according to him, the function that is played by one vis in the Florentine’s philosophy corresponds to
those performed by three vires in Avicenna. Ficino’s imaginatio would correspond to Arab philosopher’s phantasia (of passive character), imaginatio
(of active character) and vis imaginativa, or cogitativa, whose task is to create
imaginative combinations44. Still, there is no contradiction in searching for
the origins of Ficino’s imaginatio in St. Thomas’s sensus communis, especially when we take into consideration that the origin of Aquinas’s theory of
knowledge is drawn largely from Aristotle’s ideas interpreted by Avicenna
and Averroes45.
43
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Ibidem, 3. 1a. 78,4.
Cf. M. Heitzman, Studia nad Akademią Platońską we Florencji, op. cit., pp. 267–268.
As it is explained above (on p. 4), it is not a comprehensive account of imaginatio, but of its
function in the “mechanism” of the cognitive process. There are connections of the notion
with spiritus (which is derived from the Aristotelian tradition), Neoplatonic vehiculum
(which is present i. a. in the thought of Proclus, Porphyry, Iamblichus, Synesius) and
idolum (the term widely used e. g. in Enneads). These terms are sometimes treated almost
synonymically and are often juxtaposed by researches. On spiritus in Ficino see e. g.: P. O.
Kristeller, Il pensiero filosofico, Firenze 1988, pp. 405–406; M. J. B. Allen, The Platonism of
Marsilio Ficino. A Study of His Phaedrus Commentary, Its Sources and Genesis, Berkeley,
Los Angeles, London 1984, pp.101–102; idem, Icastes: Marsilio Ficino’s Interpretation of
Plato’s “Sophist”, Berkeley, Los Angeles, Oxford 1989, pp. 179; J. Hankins, Ficino, Avicenna and the Occult Powers of the Rational Soul, [in:] La magia nell’Europa moderna:
Tra antica sapienza e filosofia naturale, ed. F. Meroi, E. Scapparone, I, Atti del convegno
(Istituto nazionale di studi sul rinascimento), 23, Florence 2003, pp. 35–52. On vehiculum
in Ficino see: S. Toussaint, Zoroaster and the Flying Egg, Psellos, Gerson and Ficino, [in:]
Laus Platonici Philosophi. Marsilio Ficino and his Influence, eds. S. Clucas, P.J. Forshaw,
V. Rees, Leiden, Boston 2011, pp. 105–115; idem, ”Sensus naturae”. Jean Pic, Le vehicule de
l’ ame et l’ equivoque de la magie naturelle, [in:] La magia nell’Europa moderna, pp. 107–
145; M. J. B. Allen, Icastes, pp. 168–204; D. P. Walker, Spiritual and Demonic Magic from
Ficino to Campanella, London 1958, pp. 119–150. On idolum in Ficino see: S. Toussaint,
Zoroaster and the Flying Egg, p. 108; idem, Sensus naturae, especially pp. 124, 127, 136;
J. Hankins, Marsilio Ficino on Reminiscentia and the Transmigration of Souls, “Rinascimento” 45 (2005), p. 6; S. Fellina, Modelli di episteme neoplatonica nella Firenze del «400:
le gnoseologie di Giovanni Pico della Mirandola e Marsilio Ficino, dottorato di ricerca
in Filosofia e Antropologia, Università degli Studi di Parma. Dipartimento di Filosofia,
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Fantasy is the next level of cognition. Carrying on with his example
of Socrates looking at Plato, Ficino explains that after imagination did its
work, Socrates uses fantasy to evaluate the picture (simulacrum) of Plato.
Socrates wonders who is that tall man with a pronounced forehead, broad
shoulders, pale complexion, blue eyes, lifted eyebrows, an aquiline nose
and a pleasant voice. Eventually, he concludes that it is Plato – a handsome
and good man, his favorite disciple. This example is aimed at determining
the specificity of fantasy. Imagination put together the image of Plato but it
was not able to recognize to whom the image belonged. It is the domain of
fantasy to join the image of Plato with the actual, existing man of this name.
Therefore – according to Ficino, who refers to the thought of some (quidam)
other thinkers – fantasy “senses” (habet sensum) the existence of the substance of beauty, good and friendship. On the other hand, Ficino proves that
Platonists deny that fantasy is able to actually know the substance of things,
since it does not have the knowledge about ratio46. Imagination does not
suspect (suspicatur) the existence of the essence of a thing, it only sees its
superficial and external image. Fantasy guesses the existence of an essence
when it recognizes this man here as Plato. It also seems vaguely to imagine
incorporeal things, when it judges Plato to be beautiful and good, as well as
a friend and a disciple. Beauty, goodness, friendship, science are incorporeal
and impossible to be captured by the senses and imagination. These notions
of fantasy are called incorporeal intentiones of bodies47. It is worth noticing
here that intentio is a scholastic term of a broad sense denoting the relationship between the power of cognition and the cognized object or between
the will and the willed object. For Ficino, it is a fundamental term used for
something formed by fantasy48.
Being superior to senses and imagination in this ascending order
of cognition fantasy rises above matter completely. It does not realise that
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2010, pp. 87–102; P. O. Kristeller, Il pensiero, pp. 401–411; M. J. B. Allen, The Platonism of
Marsilio Ficino, pp. 218–220; T. Moore, The Planets Within: The Astrological Psychology
of Marsilio Ficino, Great Barrington, 1982, especially pp. 51–54; E. Garin, Zodiak życia:
astrologia w okresie Renesansu, trans. J. Jakiel, Warszawa 1992, pp. 63–64; M. Heitzman,
La libertà e il fato nella filosofia di Marsilio Ficino, „Rivista di fi losofia neo-scolastica”
28 (1936), pp. 359. On relations between imagination and spiritus and vehiculum see also:
A. Corrias, Imagination and Memory in Marsilio Ficino’s Theory of the Vehicles of the
Soul, “The International Journal of the Platonic Tradition”, 6 (2012), pp. 81–114 (but she
does not mention idolum).
It does not have knowledge about the essence as M. Heitzman translates term ratio.
Cf. M. Heitzman, Studia nad Akademią Platońską we Florencji, op. cit., p. 256.
Cf. M. Ficino, Theologia, vol. II, VIII.1, p. 264.
Cf. M. J. B. Allen, J. Warden, Notes to the translation, [in:] M. Ficino, Theologia, vol. II,
p. 388.
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intentiones mentioned above are incorporeal. Socrates’ fantasy observes
one man – Plato at a specific time and place. Fantasy perceives his beauty,
goodness and other things of this kind when it depicts Plato existing in
a material form (extat in materia). It vaguely wanders around the states or
specific features of people and things. It is only the intellect (intellectus) that
recognises the essence of things (rationes communes). The specificity of the
stage of cognition process described here makes Ficino highlight its imperfection. He points out the lack of self-consciousness of fantasy as well as
imaginatio. They also lack knowledge about the images they (sc. imagination
and fantasy) adopt. “Vim suam et habitum et conceptas imagines imaginatio
quoque et phantasia prorsus ignorant”49. Then, the philosopher adds that
reason barely considers these things (vix enim ratio talia reperit50) and points
out the distinct character of the superior stage of cognition.
At this point it is worth reiterating that the function of fantasy in Ficino’s thought occurs to be similar to the one performed by vis cogitativa in
St. Thomas philosophy. In Aquinas, the presentation of cognitive powers is
broader, for it includes vis aestimativa referring to animals and vis cogitativa
reffering to humans. The characteristic of the latter is presented by Aquinas
e.g. in In Aristotelis librum De anima commentarium (lib. II, lect. XIII)51.
In the VIII book of Theologia, Ficino indicates that the soul ascends
towards the spirit in four steps. (Animus per quattuor gradus ascendit ad
spiritum52). Here I would like to draw attention to characteristic features of
Fincio’s deliberations which depend on the idea that graduality of cognition
process is based on the cognition of reality ever more distant from matter53.
Even though the immaterial soul is responsible for the process of cognition,
49
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M. Ficino, Theologia, vol. III, IX.5, p. 64
Ibidem.
S. Thomas, In Aristotelis librum De anima commentarium, Marietti (Taurini) 1959, lib. II,
l. 13, n. 14–16.
M. Ficino, Theologia, vol. II, VIII.1, p. 262.
What is worth mentioning, the concepts of the lowest parts of the human soul are strongly
connected to the theory of vehiculum (also called with some modifications of its significance: idolum, receptaculum or simulacrum), which Ficino derived from the Neoplatonic
thought. Cf. M. Ficino, Theologia, vol. IV, XIII.1, pp. 114–116; vol. IV, XIII.2, pp. 132–136;
vol. IV, XIII.4, pp. 204–206; vol IV, XIII.5, pp. 210–212; vol.VI, XVIII.4, pp. 104–110. On
this topic see: M. J. B. Allen, Icastes: Marsilio Ficino’s Interpretation of Plato’s “Sophist”, Berkeley, Los Angeles, Oxford 1989, p. 200 ff. S. Toussaint, Zoroaster and the Flying
Egg: Psellos, Gerson and Ficino, [in:] “Laus Platonici Philosophi”. Marsilio Ficino and
His Influence, ed. S. Clucas, P. J. Forshaw, V. Rees, Leiden–Boston, 2011, pp. 105–115;
G. Tomlinson, Music in Renaissance Magic: Toward a Historiography of Others, Chicago
1993, pp. 105–115. T. Moore, The Planets Within: The Astrological Psychology of Marsilio
Ficino, Lewisburg and London 1982, pp. 51–57.
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which – due to the immateriality of the soul and taking into consideration
the lower powers of the soul – has an immaterial dimension, the objects of
their judgments largely refer to what is material. This is why we say ascendit
ad spiritum. The ultimate gradus is intelligentia, i.e. mind. However, a terminological inconsistency occurs here: the philosopher speaks of mind as intellectus54 or mens55 more frequently56. In addition, mens is used in a broader
sense, as in the narrow one it constitutes one of the powers of the reason. The
other one is ratio, i.e. reason.
Ratio is the feature that fundamentally distinguishes people from
both inferior and superior creatures. In the second chapter of book XVI of
Theologia, Ficino writes that reason is a unique, miraculous power (mirabilis
virtus) of the rational soul that makes us human beings. Reason draws from
fantasy that which is individual (singular), whereas form the mind – that
which is universal, and joins these elements. In this way, mortal and immortal things are joined in a human being. Reason is the meeting place of
images (iunguntur), which are subject to the passage of time (temporalia
simulacra), and eternal universals (speciebus aeternis)57. Reason becomes
active when the soul turns to material things. The characteristic activity
of a ratio is discursive reasoning (discursio, ratiocinandi facultas)58. Reason
creates concepts (conceptus) by applying the universals from the mind and
images from fantasy. They allow it to search the truth.
Mind (mens in a more narrow sense) constitutes the noblest part of
the soul59, it is a repository of universals: mens unitur obiecto perpetuo et
species suscipit absolutas rationesque sempiternas60. It includes them as if –
54
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Cf. M. Ficino, Theologia, e. g. vol. II, VIII.1, p. 270; vol. II, VIII.6, pp. 326–328; vol. II,
VIII.15, pp. 356–356; vol. III, IX.4, pp. 44–46; vol. III, IX.5, p. 58; vol. III, X.8, p. 188;
vol. II, V.1, p. 12.
Cf. Ibidem, e. g. vol. II, VIII.5, pp. 322–326; vol. II, VIII.12, pp. 342–344; vol. II, VIII.10,
pp. 336–338.
A detailed analysis of intellectus and mens is contained [in:] T. Leinkauf, Mens und
intellectus. Überlegungen zum Status des menschlichen Geistes in der Philosophie des
Marsilio Ficino, [in:] Marsile Ficin ou les mystères Platoniciens, ed. S. Toussaint, Paris
2001, pp. 179–208.
Cf. Ibidem, vol. V, XVI.2, p. 254.
Cf. Ibidem, vol. III, IX.4, p. 46; vol. IV, XIII.4, p. 186.
“[...] animae caput est mens, haec pars eius excellentissima [...]” M. Ficino, Theologia,
vol. I, I.5, p. 64.
Ibidem, vol. III, XI.1, p. 198. It has to be mentioned here that – as the authors of the English
translation of the Theologia highlight (Ibidem, p. 351) – that even though the citation
provides the division into species absolutae and rationes sempiternae, the expressions are
identical, which is proved also by the fact that the verb suscipit refers to both the first and
the second word.
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here Ficino mentions Plato’s deliberations from Timeus61 – they were infused
(infundantur) by God in the moment of birth62. Still, how does the mind
function? Ficino attempts to persuade the reader that mind should not be
compared with senses, since they do not perceive the forms of things when
objects are absent. Of course, senses do not refer to real forms (formas veras)
but to images (imagines), which cannot be created by them. Reason, however,
possesses rationes veras, thanks to which it comprehends real substances of
things. Ideas in the mind are not dependent on the “products” of imagination (simulacra), they are ingrained (infiguntur) in us so deeply that they
imprint on us habitum indelebilem63. The habitus is a certain disposition
to have knowledge of forms (species) of things. When the soul turns to the
immaterial and eternal, we start to comprehend forms in our mind. At the
same time we cannot see them ourselves but thanks to the “divine light”, in
which they become visible, just as we see the moon at night not because of
its own light but thanks to the reflection of sun rays64. The mind lends forms
to reason when the latter seeks the truth. Having been hidden in the mind
before, they are now brought to light65. While the characteristic activity of
reason is discursive reasoning, in the case of mind, it is contemplation66.
This short characteristic of the powers of the soul certainly does not
exhaust the topic. Indicating these aspects of functioning of mind and reason, however, is crucial in the light of the fact that here again the Florentine
refers to the notions of Aristotelian and Averroean provenance, which are, at
the same time, typical of scholastic ideas. This topic concerns nous poietikos
and nous pathetikos67. These terms are conveyed in Latin as intellectus agens
and intellectus materialis or intellectus possibilis68. Ficino uses phrases intel61
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Timaeus 41d–42e; 46d–47e.
“Sed intellegamus nostris mentibus statim ex deo natis infusas fuisse species rerum et
regulas artium, ut in „Timeo” tradit Plato, non aliter quam angelicis mentibus infundantur”. M. Ficino, Theologia, vol. III, XI.5, p. 294.
Cf. Ibidem, vol. V, XV.16, p. 172.
Cf. Ibidem, vol. IV, XII.3, p. 32.
“[...] formas quae in mentis abditis latent promit in lucem“. Ibidem, vol. II, VIII.13, p. 346.
Cf. Ibidem, vol. III, IX.3, pp. 16–24. On the auto-reflexive structure of the human soul in
the Platonic Theology and formal connotations as well as metaphysical implications of
this structure see: B. Lotti, Mente, riflessioni e consapevolezza di sè in Marsilio Ficino,
“Esercizi Filosofici”, 2 (2007), pp. 137–165.
To be precise, it should be noted, that the first one comes from Alexander of Aphrodisia as
Aristotle denoted active element as τò ποιῶν (to poion) – cf. De anima, 3, 5, 430a.
Here I omit the distinction between intellectus passivus and intellectus possibilis in
St. Thomas, because Ficino does not consider this issue by referring to the Aquinas’ epistemology. What is more, functions of mens agens and mens capax are clearly different from
functions of intellectus agens and intellectus possibilis in St Thomas’ theory of knowledge,
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lectus agens and intellectus capax to describe active and possible intellect
(capax – having the capability to accept, capable of comprehending “understanding” something) in book XV of Theologia, where he argues against
the views of Averroes and his followers69. Firstly, he provides an account of
Averroes’s views (narratio opinionis Averrois) indicating among other things
that the Arab philosopher’s two powers of intellect are like two substances
which form the intellect. Then he indicates that Averroes also advocates the
existence of one universal intellect for all people70. Although Ficino, in the
following chapters of his book rejects Averroes’ stand, he uses the terms of
Aristotelian-Averroan-scholastic provenance. They are used by Ficino not
only in the context of this discussion but also directly in his own conception
of cognition. With respect to the correlation between the mind (mens) and
reason, the Florentine philosopher uses sometimes expressions mens agens
and mens capax, although he highlights their Aristotelian origin:
In mente tamen est illa universalis. Igitur ut universalis sit, habet
a mente. Sed quonam pacto? Hoc maxime, ut Aristoteli placet duas
nostra mens habet vires agentem unam, alteram vero capacem. Agens
est quae species agit universales; capax quae eas capit ab agente conceptas71.

In the next chapter of book XI, Ficino refutes Epicurus’ views and proves
that intelligible forms are innate in the mind. He also states here:
Neque audiendi sunt illi qui phantasma inter intellectum et speciem
quasi instrumentum aliquod interponunt. Nonne virtus mentis agens
cum capace magis congruit quam phantasma? Quo pacto agens capacem per extraneum phantasma formabit, cum oporteat instrumentum
formationis inter formatorem atque formabile interponi72.
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nevertheless their scholastic provenance is obvious, as in XIII century (especially in connection with the popularity of the Averroes’ interpretation of Aristotelian nous poietikos
and nous pathetikos) arised a vigorous debate concerning ways of understanding these
notions.
Cf. e. g. Theologia, vol. V, XV.1, p. 20 and passim. On Ficino’s confutatio Averrois see:
B. Copenhaver, Ten Arguments in Search of a Philosopher: Averroes and Aquinas in Ficino’s Platonic Theology, „Vivarium” 09/2009; 47(4), pp. 444–479, M. J. B. Allen, Marsilio
Ficino on Saturn, the Plotinian Mind, and the Monster of Averroes, [in:] Renaissance
Averroism and Its Aftermath: Arabic Philosophy in Early Modern Europe, eds. A. Askoy,
G. Giglioni, Dordrecht 2013, pp. 81–98.
Cf. Ibidem, pp. 8–24.
Ibidem, vol. III, XI.2, pp. 204–206.
Ibidem, vol. III, XI.3, pp. 218–220.
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What is important, these terms appear not only in book XI, they can also
be found in, e.g., book XV. Ficino uses them when he conjures up arguments
against the Averroes’ – arguments that contradict the existence of one mind
(Rationes quod non sit mens una73). In chapter XVI the philosopher writes:
Quamquam in libro superiore ex Platonis sententia novas menti
formas non advenire probavimus, declinemus tamen ad Peripateticos
in praesentia ac novas fieri formas in mente capace per vim mentis
agentis praesentibus simulacris concedamus, eo videlicet pacto ut
simulacrum efficacem vim ad speciem creandam non adhibeat, sed
occasionis impulsum, quod alias declaravimus74.

As can be concluded from fragments quoted above, mens agens corresponds to the mind (mens), where innate intelligible forms are “stored”. The
occurrence of images in the soul (simulacra) is not the cause, but merely an
occasion for making the forms available for reason (ratio). Reason is, at the
same time, described as mens capax, which is meant to correspond to Aristotelian passive intellect. Here, however, the adjective refers to the feature
of the intellect’s power, namely the capacity to accept forms from the mind.
Distinguishing mens capax as such a power may seem paradoxical, as it is
contradictory to its rudimentary feature of discursive inquiry, i.e. activity.
However, taking that into account, the capability of accepting forms from
the mind is constitutive for reason and therefore such an expression seems
justified. Similarly, in the case of the mind – it is called mens agens being
active in contemplating ideas as well as lending forms to reason.
Explaining the higher parts of the human soul, Ficino prefers using
simple terms like “reason”, “mind”, “intellect”, “intelligence” rather than
employing these notions with such determiners as “agent”, “passive”, “possible” or “material”, but he is aware of the distinctions of such formulations
that were analyzed, commented on and reformulated in a famous debate between medieval Latin Averroists and anti-Averroists in the second half of the
XIII century. It does not mean that the Florentine philosopher is involved in
this scholastic polemic, but certainly he does understand the anti-Christian
consequence of Averroistic and Alexandristic views on the intellect75 and he
uses notions (mens capax and mens agens) connected to this dispute.
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Ibidem, vol. V, XV.15, p. 164.
Ibidem, vol. V, XV.16, p. 170.
Marsilii Ficini Opera, op. cit. vol. II, s. 492. “Totus ferme terrarum orbis a Peripateticis
occupatus in duas plurimum sectas divisus est, Alexandrinam et Averroicam. Illi quidem
intellectum nostrum esse mortalem existimant, hi vero unicum esse contendunt: utrique
religionem omnem funditus aeque tollunt, praesertim quia divinam circa homines providentiam negare videntur”.
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n
This is how some important elements of the mechanism of cognition work
in Ficino’s Platonic Theology. Certainly, the reconstruction presented here
is not complete. I limited the characteristic of the successive powers of the
soul to rudimentary aspects of their activity and their correlation to those
presented in the scholastic opinio communis. I omitted i. a. Platonic or
Neoplatonic provenance of some other notions and the description of Ficino’s reflections concerning the appropriateness of cognitive activity which
constitutes a separate question, although it is obviously closely linked to
the mechanism of the cognition process. The analysis of these fragments of
Ficino’s Theology provides an argument for scholastic provenance of some of
its notions. The result is that epistemic theory of the Florentine is a conception which in a certain way depends on scholastic tradition. It is proved by
the terminology he used and the way in which he describes the function of
the powers of the soul.
It should also be stressed that the considerations presented in the article constitute just one example of Ficino being familiar with the scholastic
tradition. His way of philosophizing can be characterized as eclectic – even
if he claims to be “Platonic”, he quite often draws from very different philosophical backgrounds. Notions of the scholastic origin or of the scholastic
reformulation are employed by the Renaissance philosopher not just for
expounding his epistemological views, but also for enunciating some other
aspects of his philosophical project.
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